Meeting Minutes for 11/11/14  
Start: 5:00pm  
End: 6:15pm  

Agenda  

1. Review Risks Document  
   a. 1 new risk added - #11 which involves the weather API and how the team may need to switch to another API.  
2. Review Sprint Progress  
   a. End of Sprint 3, starting Sprint 4  
      i. Interim presentation may take the team a sizeable amount of time that must be accounted for. Shouldn’t impact the sprint too much but it is to be kept in mind.  
      ii. Discussion on story points to be completed for the next sprint.  
   b. Demo - SQL persistence, DB is seeded, device dotmap  
      i. Some code shown regarding the database.  
      ii. Front end shown with the map and the dots to show the data is being pulled from the database.  
      iii. Brief update on testing.  
3. Linode Server  
   a. Linode server should be ready for tomorrow.  
4. Filtering of devices conversation  
   a. What should it look like - buttons, slider  
   b. Filtering logic - API vs client side  
   c. Is filtering available on mobile app?  
      i. A slider, with the highest risk at the top.  
      ii. Other kind of slider - sectioned off: 25%, 50%, 75% etc.  
      iii. High, medium, low might be more used - in that case modes makes more sense. No one will really care about 21% or 45% etc. Needs to be fine tuned.  
      iv. All, High, Medium, Low - Just need to figure out the numbers behind each of those.  
      v. Filtering mostly for MSPs, show all on the mobile version. Filtering may not need to be used in the mobile version.  
      vi. Leads to a change of the MSP view.  
5. Questions?  
   a. How many devices to MSPs usually have?  
      i. About 100 or so.  
   b. How is the deployment for MSPs? Is it separate?  
      i. In the login perhaps differentiate if its a Datto employee or MSP?  
         1. Assumption: its only for Datto
a. This means there is a separate deployment for MSPs then.
   ii. How do they log in?
      1. Kinda like the MSPs - SAML for now.
      2. Datto employees have MSP-like credentials.

   i. Sponsor may not know with certainty how things are structured.
   ii. Could be multiple-log in etc. No concrete answer yet.
   iii. Mitigation: change it if need be. Make a module that handles the log-in and change it as needed.

d. Any new requirement for the mobile, in general?
   i. Nope.

After the meeting

● Have interim presentation ready to show professor a week before thanksgiving break.
● Future team problem: OAuth stuff.